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PROTECT AIR-FILTER OIL

5W40 10W40 10W50 15W50              10W60

6110 - 1L

 sand and dirt, but allows a free air supplyto the carburettor. Because of the 

        Protect Air is formulated from high quality base oils and especially selected solvents and 
additives,making this product suitable for foam filters of all brands, ensuring a free air supply 
without blocking.          Protect Air is successfully applied in foam filters of cross, touring and 
off-road motorcycles, as well asin GOKarts and cross cars. The high quality of the product is 
long-lasting.        Protect Air will not drop-outin the filter. It offers a total protection against 
water,  dust, 
blue colour, the covering of the filter by the fluid can be checkedeasily. It is recommended to 
air-dry the soaked filter, after application of the product.       Protect Air iswater resistant 
and will not  be washed out by rain or spray water when cleaning the bike.        Protect Aircan
 be removed with         Protect Cleaner.

Filter oil for all foam filters 

              

Flashpoint COC C   34                 D92

Protect Air     ASTM

Density at 15C Kg/L 0,837              D1298

Viscosity 100C cSt   67                 D445  

SPECIFICATION

TECHNICAL DATASHEET

AVAILABLE PACKAGING

The contents of this document is intended to enable the reader to orient themselves on properties and potential applications of BO Motor Oil products. The information in this document at any time and without notice 
be altered because of continuous product research and development. The analytical data are listed in this product data sheet are typical values. Minor deviations, which may occur during the normal manufacturing 
process of the product, the quality of the product does not affect. Although this text has been compiled with great care, the compiler accepts no liability for damage caused by incompleteness and / or inaccuracies 
in the text. The reader is advised to make the final product in consultation with the supplier.

VALUE ANALYSIS


